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The Eurelia “Barometer” survey 5-month update
Consumption remains volatile in the countries covered by the survey.
At the end of this five-month period, one thing is clear: the sales trends (expressed as a variation percentage) are
rising outside France with the exception of Spain and Portugal which have been hard hit by the economic crisis.
The excellent month of April, which was noted in almost all of the “Barometer” survey’s markets, had a massive
impact upon the cumulative 5-monthly figures, transforming a trend which had stood at virtually 0% at the end
of March. May was somewhat quieter but generally positive.
Despite everything, at this stage it would be hard to predict the overall closing trend for 2011. Consumption
remains extremely volatile in all of the countries covered by the barometer, and is heavily affected by economic
policies, the international economic situation, along with special price reductions (sale prices and promotions).
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Belgium
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After finishing 3% up in 2010, the country continued this healthy trend into 2011. The cumulative
total for the five-month period is very positive, spurred on by a strong month of April (+11%).
This dynamism concerns both Antwerp (town centre and outskirts), Brussels (with the rue Neuve/
City 2 area acting as something of a magnet and "drawing" business from the town centre) and
Namur or Liège, etc.
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After a healthy month of April, Italy has continued growing at +3%, a growth rate which it has
enjoyed since the start of the year. However, behind this impressive performance we are nevertheless seeing an overall slowdown compared to sales from the second half of 2010, in addition
to increasing differences in network performance between the North and the South, along with
changes in purchasing patterns (with renewed interest in proximity schemes and the importance
of sales, etc.). Should this +3% be seen as a continued "healthy" performance in a time of crisis
or as heralding a period of declining expenditure?
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After consistent growth in 2010 of around +2%, sales are stabilising though avoiding a downturn.
And although early 2011 saw something of a slowdown, April and May have gone a long way to
turning this trend on its head. The sharpest growth has come from the regions, while sales in
Berlin remain stable.
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For the second consecutive year Switzerland is enjoying healthy growth after a difficult year in
2009 and in particular had a very good month of April (+10% compared to 2010). Lausanne and
Geneva are particularly dynamic at the moment (with each up by +5% over the combined fivemonth period), whereas they finished 2010 with no change compared to 2009.
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Since April 2010, sales appear to be stabilising. Poland's results have remained virtually unchanged
ever since, with a consistent growth rate of more/less +1% which is far from negligible after the
extraordinary surge in sales witnessed between the third quarter of 2009 and the first quarter of
2010. After "bouncing back" in springtime and in April 2011, sales are ending slightly up.
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100,8 The running five-month total is slightly up (+0.8%) but the store chains in the specialised retail
sector are finding it hard to achieve the levels they enjoyed back in 2009 (-3.5%) despite the satisfactory results in 2010 (+2.2%). The months of April and May have produced contrasting results
according to the location concerned. The town centre sites (particularly the town centre shopping
streets) are achieving better results than sites on the edge of the town, the figures for which have
been dogged by the poor performance of the medium-sized stores on the retail parks.
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The difficult economic situation has produced a negative cumulative result, despite the sales and
promotions when consumption enjoys a sharp boost once again. Will the summer tourist season
partially turn the situation around, and reverse the trend in the second half year?

Portugal(3)
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The country entered a period of economic crisis in late 2010 and the year-end could well be difficult.
Visitor numbers at the shopping centres have never been this low since 2007. Some store chains
have nevertheless succeeded in maintaining their growth rate.

(1)
In local currency (zloty) - (2) Source Panel Procos : 240 retail chains - (3) Analysed in partnership with the Retail& Trade Marketing agency of
Barcelona, co-founder with Eurelia of the Eurelia Spain/Portugal - Retail & Trade Marketing retailers’ federation.
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Methodological notes
The Eurelia « barometer » survey shows the prevailing turnover trends of the 90 member retail chains based on a comparable perimeter (for the current year
compared to the previous year). According to the level of maturity of the retail infrastructure in the countries studied, from 12 to more than 30 leading retail sites
(streets, shopping centers) are included in the barometer. The performances on these sites are collected on a monthly basis, analyzed and further enhanced
thanks to commentary from members.The Eurelia Barometer is published every quarter.

Founded 20 years ago by Michel Pazoumian, General manager of Procos and Emmanuel
de Labarre, Eurelia enables specialised retail chains to learn more about new countries
offering potential sites for their businesses, providing a thorough analysis of the retail
dynamics of the European markets, studies of the major European cities in addition to a
database of retail projects.
In 2011, Eurelia represents 90 specialised retail chains expanding internationally, and more
than 25,000 sales outlets around the world.
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